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1. Introduction

Optical chirality refers to the matter’s distinct response excited by
right- or left-handed circularly polarized (RCP and LCP) light.[1–3]

Generating strong optical chirality with large bandwidth
and enhanced amplitude would significantly profit various appli-
cations especially ones in medical and life sciences.[4–6] However,
in nature, chiroptical phenomena are relatively weak due to

the limited electromagnetic interaction
volume.[7–9] Recent advancements in artifi-
cial micro/nanostructure[10–12] showcase
substantially improved chiroptical effects,
with several orders of magnitude larger
than those of natural materials.[13–20] A
set of chirality-related concepts have been
realized and well summarized ,[21,22] with
typical examples including helical chirality,
chiral coupling, supramolecular chirality,
pseudo chirality, and chiral scaffolds.

Among them, densely packed arrays of
3D spirals have attracted considerable
attention. Since its first demonstration in
2009,[23] metal micro-helixes have been
found to possess unique chiroptical proper-
ties, with both broad operational bands and
great circular dichroism. Extensive investi-
gations[24] focus on the geometric optimiza-
tion of helical metamaterials, e.g., unit cell
(turn, height, pitch), etc. Mainly relying on
the two-photon polymerization (TPP), the

varying shapes of the helixes can actively tune spectral dissym-
metries to improve two key figure of merits, namely, bandwidth
and extinction ratio.[24] However, research on microhelix is pre-
dominantly based on pure metallic microstructures. To further
sculpture chiral–optical performance, multi-material integrated
helixes should also be considered. While, due to micro-
processing, current multi-material helical layouts (e.g., core–
shell types with height of hundreds of nanometers) regularly
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Helical microstructures exhibit unprecedented chiroptical responses particularly
interesting for emerging applications such as broadband photonic components.
To explore their chiral behaviors, the micro-helixes composed of polymer cores
and platinum shells are proposed and realized via a two-step process combining
two-photon polymerizations and sputter coating. Thanks to the core–shell multi-
material configurations, the micro-helixes packed in a dense array generate an
ideal chiral lineshape. Overspanning a wide range from 3 to 7 μm, the reflection-
based g factors approach the upper amplitude limits. Numerical modeling reveals
that polarization-induced spectra result from overlapping modes similar to the
previously reported solid metal helixes. The further chiral spectrum comparisons
confirm that the core–shell spirals exhibit a 25% bandwidth increase compared to
solid platinum helixes of same sizes. Interestingly, the asymmetrically distributed
platinum shell may further expand the operational band. Overall, comprehensive
studies are performed on multi-material micro-helixes, which could provide
additional flexibility to tailor their chiroptical properties, enabling the production
of high-performance chiral microstructures for diverse applications.
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work in the visible range with a limited chiral effect. To date, the
explorations on multi-material composite micro-helixes are still
lacking, which could be useful in expanding the design freedom
and customize their chiroptical features (e.g., wider bandwidth)
further.

In this report, we propose the design andmanufacturing of 3D
micro-helixes consisting of polymer cores and metallic
shells, and experimentally demonstrate their giant chirality in
the infrared regime. Compared to previous studies on micro-
helix, our core–shell helix exhibits a unique near-to-upper-
limit reflection-based dissymmetry factor (g factor) crossing a
band from 3 to 7 μm. To construct such fine multi-material
hollow objects, a two-step TPP-sputtering hybrid approach is
proposed to form a conformal metallic layer on 3D polymer
architectures. Subsequently, the experimental and numerical
characterizations on core–shell helixes reveal that the LCP-
excited photonic properties can be attributed to the modes
superposition, whereas RCP fails to activate similar behaviors.
The further chiral spectrum comparisons confirm that our
core–shell spirals exhibit a 25% bandwidth increase compared
to solid platinum helixes of same sizes. Overall, the in-depth
analysis of multi-material helix optical properties unlocks key
design parameters required for producing high-quality chiral
structures, opening up possibilities for practical chiral–optical
applications.

2. Result and Discussions

2.1. Microfabrication

The left-handed micro-helix consisting of a polymer core and a
platinum shell is outlined in Figure 1. The overall geometry is
illustrated in the schematics of Figure 1a accompanied by
a top (green) and a cross-section view (yellow), respectively.

The crucial structural parameters, namely, H, h, D, and d, are
estimated as 5.5, 0.9, 1.1, and 0.5 μm, respectively. A hybrid pro-
cess involving first TPP to print 3D helical polymer architectures,
followed by sputtering of metallic layer, is developed, where
the specific procedures labeled from 1 to 5 are presented in
Figure 1b. Note that due to the shadow effect[25] of sputtering,
the upper platinum shell should be thicker than the bottom layer
(i.e., t2> t1 in the cross section), resulting in an asymmetrically
coated surface. The detailed scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image can be further checked in Figure S1, Supporting
Information.

The complete manufacturing scheme starts from the photore-
sist (i.e., IP-Dip) dipped on a cleaned CaF2 substrate. Employing
a commercial TPP system (Nanoscribe GmbH), the polymeriza-
tions of helix prototypes could be accomplished. Subsequently,
an optimized posttreatment step is adopted via a special cleaner
(i.e., methyl nonafluorobutyl ether, MNE, C5H3F9O) and violet
light exposure. More discussions on this treatment can be exam-
ined in ref. [26]. Finally, the helical arrays were sputter-coated
with a layer of Pt metal for shell manufacturing. Here, other
types of materials could also be applied (see gold shell case in
Figure S2, Supporting Information), giving an additional degree
for multi-material processing and integrations.

Among these steps, the primary challenge stems from the
specific helical geometries required for the generation of giant
chirality, e.g., large turn numbers with a high aspect ratio.[23]

Such delicate characteristics demand the precise control of the
micro-fabrications. In particular, the robust polymer core lays
a solid basis to bridge TPP and sputtering. Finely adjusting its
strength is of vital importance to fill the gap between physical
implementations and chiral functionalities. As shown in the bot-
tom of the SEM image of Figure 1c, the polymer helixes with
lower Young’s module (E) cannot sustain multiple isopropanol
washing, causing severe shape deformations. By contrast,

Figure 1. TPP-templated fabrications for core–shell micro-helixes. a) A schematic showing the designed helix geometry. b) Detailed manufacturing steps
highlighted in the gray background. c) The scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of defected polymer helixes that are inappropriate for later
sputtering. Top: high laser power (≈20mW), bottom: low laser power (≈10mW) with conventional isopropanol (IPA) cleaning. d) The SEM images
of a core–shell helical array (left) and a horizontally cut helix (right), respectively.
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dramatically improved polymer E by increasing power would sig-
nificantly reduce printing resolutions (see the upper image in
Figure 1c). Hence, our improved cleaning strategy could produce
sufficiently strong high-quality helixes and thus fill the gap
between physical implementations and chiral functionalities.
More discussions on this treatment can be examined in ref. [26].

Based on the refined TPP-sputtering method, several types of
core–shell spirals have been successfully manufactured. Here,
two SEM images of these samples are provided in Figure 1d.
On the left, a set of identical helixes (3� 3 objects with a pitch
of 2 μm) demonstrates the fidelity of the 3D architectures. On the
right, a cross-sectional view of an individual helix is revealed,
where a dashed line splits the polymer core and platinum shell.
The granular-like Pt distributions can be seen around the helix
surfaces and on the substrate. The thickness of the metal film on
the substrate is approximately 16 nm (see more details in
Supporting Information).

2.2. Optical Chirality of the Core-Shell Helix

To evaluate the chirality of the proposed core–shell helix, the opti-
cal characterizations are conducted at infrared regime using a
Fourier-transform infrared (FTIR) system (Vertex 70v, Bruker).
The total size of the helix array is 100� 100 μm, which covers
the entire incident beam spot. Figure 2a shows the reflection
spectra of RCP and LCP lights at normal incidence (more spectra
characterizations can be seen in Figure S3, Supporting
Information). There are significant reflection differences
between two polarizations. The green line of RRCP remains at
a low value (close to zero), while LCP-induced reflections RLCP

exhibit a dramatic amplitude enhancement, especially at the
scope from 4 to 7 μm (see more cases of oblique incidences
in Supporting Information). Here, a calculated dissymmetry
factor (g factor, see the orange curves) is also plotted based on
two reflectances

Figure 2. Optical response of helical array under LCP (blue lines) and RCP (green lines) excitations. a) Experimental and b) simulated spectra. The orange
curves represent reflection-based g factors. c) Current J and electromagnetic fields of the core–shell helix at the corresponding wavelength (upper: LCP,
lower: RCP). As wavelength increases, there exist three modes for LCP light, as highlighted in gray (Mode III), black (Mode II), and blue (Mode I) frames in
the upper panel, respectively. For each wavelength, the current arrows are proportional to individual simulated data, while all E-fields of both polarizations
are normalized to identical values among the whole simulated regime.
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gR ¼ 2� RLCP � RRCP

RLCP þ RRCP
(1)

What stands out of the g factor is the wide operating band with
near-to-upper-limit amplitudes. Across the four-micrometer
range (i.e., from 3 to 7 μm), the g values approach the upper
bound of 2, producing an ideal lineshape of chirality.

To understand the generation of this remarkable optical
response, numerical simulations employing the finite-element
method are carried out. In general, the high similarities between
Figure 2a,b can be noted, where the g factors are improved to a
value plateau (around 1.5) within the mentioned wavelength.
Concerning the value variances, many factors can be attributed,
including, e.g., inaccurate modeling geometries. To be honest, it
is rather difficult to precisely model the core–shell arrangement,
particularly considering the asymmetrical coating. Nonetheless,
the simulated results should be reliable since the major calcu-
lated spectral features match the measurements.

So far, there exist a set of studies on the resonant behavior of
helix chirality. For the single isolated structure, an analytical
model[23] suggests that the varied excitation efficiencies of exist-
ing modes introduce the LCP and RCP spectral differences.
Regarding our densely packed array, these structures lie in a
dimension between photonic crystals and effective media (i.e.,
the helix size approximates the same scale of pitch conditions
and the operation wavelength). Under this physical scenario, ear-
lier studies attribute the wide chiroptical features to a superposi-
tion of eigenmodes (analogous to the coupled split-ring
resonators) with Bragg resonances.[23,27]

Following the previous interpretation, we first probe the
disparate LCP and RCP characteristics of core–shell helixes,
and then focus on the LCP circumstance, where the light polar-
izations agree with the helix handiness. The near-fields of LCP
and RCP at 3.0, 3.6, 3.8, 5.0, 6.4, and 7.0 μm are separately plotted
in the upper and lower panel of Figure 2c. At individual wave-
lengths, the left and right diagrams correspond to the current
distributions J and normalized electromagnetic field (Enorm),
respectively. Note that the J components perpendicular to the
helical surfaces have been removed, and thereby only the
J vectors along the helical surface are illustrated here for better
visualization. More detailed descriptions could be found in
Figure S4, Supporting Information.

The simulations reveal that LCP-associated spiral patterns
display stronger field enhancements than RCP counterparts.
In particular, the major differences manifest in the Enorm. The
amplified E-fields of the LCP helix are mostly allocated at its
head, whereas there are slight Enorm improvements for the

RCP occasion. On the whole, the RCP helix at six wavelengths
shares comparable E-field distributions. And hotspots appear
near the bottom of the helix, where tiny amounts of metal are
supposed to be deposited. The insufficient light–helix interac-
tions under RCP could not trigger any effective modes.

We pay attention to the LCP cases and examine their near-
fields at the relevant wavelength. Generally, we could observe
three modes (see three frame labels) akin to the reported gold
helix using similar sizes.[23] Three modes resemble standing
waves, where the number of nodes increases from one to three
as wavelength drops from 7 to 3 μm.More specifically, in the blue
frame (see Mode I), the overall currents yield two standing waves
(i.e., one node). The first is a dominant current J captured around
the upper helix. This pronounced one originates from the helix
center and flows toward its top. In contrast, another weaker cur-
rent J moves to the spiral tail, generating less-visible intensities.
This mode occupies a wide optical scope from 5 to 7 μm, creating
an enhanced E-field at the helix head.

There are two mode transitions as wavelength decreases. The
first time occurs by lowering λ from 5.0 to 3.6 μm. As expressed
in mode II (see the black box), the current splits into three flows
with two nodes. Primarily at 3.6 μm, three J parts distribute sep-
arately into the helical upper, middle, and lower sections. Here,
the E-field enhancements at the head are inconspicuous com-
pared to that of mode I. The secondary mode shift (from pattern
II to pattern III) happens when the wavelength is further down to
3 μm. The gray-framed case exhibits complex current distribu-
tions in comparison to the previously discussed types. Now
the current is composed of four sections. And Enorm is no longer
concentrated at the upper turn of the helix (i.e., the weak electric
field improvement can also be noticed near the helix’s bottom
line). All in all, the superposition of modes I, II, and III gives
rise to ultrawide spectral features.

To evaluate the performance of proposed core–shell micro-
helixes, we have compared a set of reflective chiral structures
in Table 1, that includes multilayer one, 2.5D stereoscopic
one, metal–insulator–metal (MIM) one, and 3D helical types
(this work). From the perspective of the chiral working range,
our core–shell helixes reach a wide relative bandwidth (defined
as Equation (2), λH: maximum wavelength, λL: minimum wave-
length) of 80%, representing the best experimental value among
current literature. Therefore, our design strategy provides a
competitive property over all the practical attempts.

Bandwidthrelative ¼ 2� λH � λL
λH þ λL

(2)

Table 1. Comparisons of reflective chiral structures.

Reference Structure Composite materials Bandwidth [μm] Relative bandwidth [%] Sim. Exp.

[34] Multilayered Au-dielectric 3.8–10 89.9 ✓ �
[35] Stereoscopic Si 9.3–10.3 10.2 ✓ �
[36] Multilayered Au-dielectric 6–7.5 22.2 ✓ ✓

[37] MIM GST 12–14.3 17.5 ✓ ✓

This work Core–shell helix Pt-dielectric 3–7 80.0 ✓ ✓
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2.3. Comparative Studies Between Pure-Metal Helixes and
Core–Shell Types

As shown in Figure 3, we further compare core–shell polymer-
platinum spirals with solid platinum ones. From the following
spectra, our core–shell helix displays a more than 25% wider
LCP peak compared to the pure Pt kind. Similarly, we also obtain
the mode overlapping for the solid spirals. As can be seen from
near-field distributions, three types of modes, namely modes
I, II, and III, can be indeed captured, that correspond to the
previously demonstrated cases in Figure 2c, respectively.

The spectral evolutions on other types of helixes, including
pure polymer core–shell and sparsely distributed ones, are
presented in Figure S5 and S6, Supporting Information, respec-
tively. Meanwhile, we also find that the asymmetrical coating
may extend the full width at half maximum of g factors. In
Supporting Information, we compare the core–shell helix spectra
via the symmetrical and asymmetrical coated layers (see Figure S7,
Supporting Information). Interestingly, the more mismatched
core–shell configurations would impose a wider g factor.
Regardless, this showcases an alternative way to create the
ultra-broadband chiral helix. Furthermore, with the assistance
of intelligence algorithms,[28] these findings may enrich new
designs for specific chiroptical usages.

3. Conclusion

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated core–shell
polymer-platinum helixes to exhibit extraordinary chiral dissym-
metry (e.g., wide bandwidth and high g factor) in the reflection
spectra. An efficient fabrication method for such multi-material
layouts is established utilizing TPP-created templates sputter-
coated with Pt-metal layer. Subsequently, the optical character-
izations reveal an ideal g-factor spectrum, where LCP light

excites the high-value reflections while RCP-based amplitudes
are close to zero. Corresponding numerical simulations illustrate
that the LCP response is formed by mode superposition, and the
core–shell asymmetrical arrangement could further benefit this
response. The further comparative study manifests that the
proposed core–shell spirals showcase a 25% bandwidth increase
in contrast to solid platinum helixes using similar geometries. To
conclude, systematic research on helix fabrications and physical
properties promises chiral broadband components. This work
may find numerous technological applications such as chiral
detection[29–31] and sensing.[32,33]

4. Experimental Section

Fabrications: The complete manufacturing scheme started from the
photoresist (i.e., IP-Dip) dipped on a cleaned CaF2 substrate. Employing
a commercial TPP system (Nanoscribe GmbH), the polymerizations of
helix prototypes could be accomplished. Subsequently, an optimized post-
treatment step was adopted via a special cleaner (i.e., MNE, C5H3F9O)
and violet light exposure.

Characterizations: The optical characterizations were conducted at
infrared regime using an FTIR system (Vertex 70v, Bruker). The beam
diameter was estimated to be around 90 μm. The total size of the helix
array was 100� 100 μm, which covered the entire incident beam spot.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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Figure 3. Simulated LCP-illuminated pure-platinum spirals and core–shell polymer-platinum ones. a,b) Reflection spectra of two types of helixes.
c) Current J and E-fields distributions of platinum helix at the selected wavelength.
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